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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Linear Beam Optoelectronic
Smoke Detectors RK 80

The RK80 series devices are Linear
Beam Smoke detectors. Their
method of operation is based on
the principle of obscuration. When
the fire begins, it produces smoke
that goes up and intercepts the
infrared beam. A fundamental
feature is that the EDS RK80
detectors reveal also little dense
black and white smokes. This series
of detectors have been designed
for industrial applications  where
the quality, the reliability, the
precision and the
easyness of use have
primary importance.

FEATURES

protected area: up to
1.600 square meters
(EN54-14)
the installation is very quick
and easy
analog voltage output: permits
the remote visualization of the
signal level
remote control of the detector
sensitivity using the accessory
EV570 (max 1 km)
output prealarm relay
output alarm relay
automatic advertising of need for
maintenance
requires simple and unfrequent
maintenance
low cost

APPLICATIONS TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES

¨ maximum optical path:
250 m - mod. RK80SSB
170 m - mod. RK80SB
120 m - mod. RK80B
100 m - mod. RK80R

¨ maximum protected area:
1.600 mq (250x6.4 m) - mod.
RK80SSB
1.600 mq (200x8 m) - mod. RK80SB
1.600 mq (120x13.3) - mod.
RK80B
1.600 mq (110x14.5) - mod.
RK80R
¨ advanced integrated
electronics
¨ infrared source: solid sta-
te infrared emitting diode
¨ silicon solid state detector
¨ unsensitivity to room light

¨ internal infrared filter
¨ internal or remote sensitivity

control
¨ very easy and quick installation
¨ unsensitivity to a momentary

obscuration by a dark-body
¨ high sensitivity also to low density

smoke
¨ summing effect on the optical path
¨ automatic reset
¨ Italian Ministerial Approval

(Deapartment of Interior) n. 3503/
296 - n. 3503/294

- large sheds

- supermarkets

- storehouses

- shops

- libraries

- theaters

- churches

- cinemas

- hotels

- museums



The series of RK80 detector is composed from 2 families:

• barrier type. It’s composed by a transmitter and a

receiver to be installed at the opposite side of the area to

be protected

• reflection type. It’s composed by a single box with two

main parts inside: a transmitter and a receiver and by a

reflector

The material of the enclosure is autoestinguishing

policarbonate class V0 (UL94) plastic.

The infrared beam emitted by the transmitter is directed to

the receiver (barrier mode) or reflector (reflected mode) that

reflects the beam toward the receiver. This converts the

incident radiation in an electric signal. This signal is usually

constant because the energy transmitted by the transmitter

is constant.

The method of operation of RK80 linear smoke detectors is

based on the principle of obscuration. The transmitter has

to be installed at one extremity of the area to be protected,

just under the level of the ceiling, and the receiver or the

reflector at the opposite extremity. When the fire begins, it

produces smoke that rises in the air and intercepts the

infrared beam. This fact causes a change in the electrical

state (voltage) of the receiver that drives its output relay to

OPERATION TECHNICAL DATA

reflection models
RK80R

supply voltage: 11-30 V dc
protection against the inversion of polarity
current: 14mA
internal analog meter
remote control sensitivity using the optional module EV570
red led for alarm condition
orange led for prealarm condition
yellow led for fault condition
output alarm relay: 1A/24 V dc
output prealarm relay: 1A/24 V dc
prealarm output Open Collector (NPN - 50mA max)
fault output Open Collector ( NPN - 50mA max)
trimmer for the regulation of the prealarm trigger point
output analogic signal 0-10 V for level signal indication
optical path:

0-120m mod. RK80B
0-200m mod. RK80SB
0-250m mod. RK80SSB
0-70 m. with the reflector FX-01
0-90 m. with the reflector FX-02
0-100 m. with the reflector FX-03

max. protected area: 1.600 square meters
dimensions: 247x146x114 mm
electro magnetic immunity (EMC). All RK detectors are

made according the following standards: EN50130-4;
enclosure: autoestinguishing policarbonate box class V0-

UL94, IEC695, IEC707
execution: IP 65 (IEC 529-144) accordance with  EN54-12
weight: 900 gr.

barrier models


